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C1 Development and promotion on Commodity Organic Vegetable Production, 
Period 2 
 
1:        SPA No.     011/12_LPB  

Location:  7 villages in Phonexay, Pak Ou and Chomphet district, Louang Prabang 
Province. 

Responsibility Organization:  The Provincial Agriculture Extension and Co-operative Section (PAECS) 
Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Office – PAFO) 

Sub-project Implementer: Mr. Somsack Boun Anouvong 
Budget:    59,212,000 Kips    
Period:    November (11) 2012 to 30 June (6) 2013 

2:  Background and reason of the Sub-project: 

Vegetable plantation is a mature potential and being as local knowledge of ethnicity population of Lao PDR 
since long time ago as food productions for household consummation. At the ancient period, the condition of 
natural environment was good and rich in resources so that could provided much more facilitates for 
productivity than at present time, therefore the vegetable production activity was not necessary needed to 
use the chemical fertilizer for and its investment cost also was also lower. Since the year 1990 up to now the 
villagers (farmers) started to produce vegetable for commodity purpose according to the marketing demands 
and largely promoted, especially for tourism and resettlement of villagers into cluster villages or more 
numbers migrated to live in the town caused to high demand for vegetable consumption. Some villagers 
changed their old or former occupations into new vegetation produce as their main occupation. Some 
vegetable growers selected to use the chemical fertilizer for intensive fast grow vegetable as they focused only 
to produce sufficiently supply to market demand, but they did not aware or understood about negative 
effected to their health, to the degradation of soil, water and other animal lives. 

The Sub-project on organic vegetable production in phase 1 from the year 2011 – 2012, focused on to 
establishing the model farmers on organic vegetable production by provided supports to farmer of producer 
groups of 324 households of 15 villages in 5 target districts of Louang prabang Province for conducting a 2 
season rounds vegetable productivity in order to increase production quantity for selling and then primitively 
increase their household incomes since the beginning of the Sub-project. 

Vegetable plantation activity was mainly under the responsibility of woman; therefore the sub-project 
provided supports to establish more women participation in this specific production groups. The ethnicity 
population knew on their traditional technique and vegetable species that locally existing beside them since 
long time ago; but as the current situation of social was very fast changed as well as the techniques and new 
modern tools or equipments were introduced to replace preliminary traditional techniques then caused to 
local indigenous knowledge, a mature potential, to be depressed and then especially the new generation 
persons will not be able to inherit or to continue to take over those useful local knowledge practices. 

The reason of the numbers of target households members decreased down to only about 8 production groups 
of 107 household in 7 villages of Xieng Gneun and Louang Prabang province was because of the project on 
development and promotion of tourism and clean production activity is now under the responsibility of the 
Provincial Industry and Commerce Division to continue to imply the promotion and real implementation of 
activities. 

3:  Sub-project’s Location and Implementation Partners: 

No Name of Village 
Target Groups Planned Real Target Groups established 

HH Pers W Lao Hm Km HH Pers W Lao Hm Km 

I Pak Ou D.             

1 B. Hadmad 14 75 37 14 0 0 14 75 37 14 0 0 

2 B. Phone Home 13 59 26 6 0 7 13 59 26 6 0 7 

3 B. Sio 18 111 51 17 1 0 18 111 51 17 1 0 

4 B.Phonesavang 15 72 36 15 0 0 15 72 36 15 0 0 
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No Name of Village 
Target Groups Planned Real Target Groups established 

HH Pers W Lao Hm Km HH Pers W Lao Hm Km 

 Sub-total 60 317 150 52 1 7 60 317 150 52 1 7 

II Chomphet D.             

1 B. Naxaychaleun 16 82 47 16 0 0 16 82 47 16 0 0 

2 B. Nakham 21 98 48 21 0 0 21 98 48 21 0 0 

 Sub-total 37 180 95 37   37 180 95 37   

III Phonexay D.             

1 B. Nam Bo 10 74 35  10 0 10 74 35  10 0 

Gross total 107 571 280 89 11 7 107 571 280 89 11 7 

4:  Steps/Main tasks: 

1. Improve the training course on technique for producing compost and controlling of vegetation’s 
enemies. 

2. Training on technique for growing vegetable. 

3. Training on production group administrative and management. 

4. Campaign, increase awareness and coordinate – collaborate for arranging the location for selling of 
products. 

5. Effectiveness and efficiency execute and manage the Sub-project activities of phase 1. 

5:  see next page 

6:  Effects: 
6.1.1 To the Agro-biodiversity: 

o The use of animal dung fertilizer, compost and natural herb was good to decrease the destroying of 
soil structure and soil organic that there was not any effect occurred to the living in the soil, in water 
and on the land.  

o It was also contributed to the protection and improving soil fertility and being as well an 
environment friendly. 

6.2.1 To the livelihood and poverty reduction: 
 Decreased the investment cost of farmers to buy chemical fertilizer, pest and insecticide and 

hormone etc. 
 Increased more incomes to farmers, at average for each household could get incomes at least 

50,000kips per day, higher than before if compare to what they used to earn at about 35,000kips per 
day maximum (their income increased at the rate of 30%). 

 Decreased the risk on healthy effected of the producers and consumers. 
6.3 Gender balance and ethnicity: 

In general, the daily livelihood occupation activities were mainly under the responsibility of the female 
ethnicity in all part of Lao PDR land. This organic vegetable production sub-project provided supports to 
create more change to good direction for better livelihood occupation since the beginning as: 

 The division of responsibility between the man and woman was clearly indentified and they were 
more provided helping each other to do works in their families. 

 Female have more potential to attend the lessons learnt and experiences exchange process and 
have more powerful to provide comments and decision making in their community. 

 The rate of ethnicity attended the sub-project were: 
o Lao Loum : 84% 
o Khummu: 6% 
o Hmong: 10% 
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5:  Progress/results up to present time that compared to the activity indicators and outputs expected: 
Activity Indicator Real result 

1.1 Improve the training 
course on technique 
for producing compost 
and controlling of 
vegetation’s enemies. 

1.1  

o Training course organized in all 
target villages according to seasonal 
productivity. 

o At least 70% farmers of target 
groups understood and able to use 
technical standards for producing 2 
types of compost fertilizer by 
themselves. 

 During the period of November 11/2012 the sub-project could organized the training course for producing organic fertilizers about 
7 times to 109 persons of target farmers, included 53 females of 3 ethnicities such as: Hmong 11 persons included 3 females, Kmu 7 
persons included 4 females and Lao 91 persons included 50 females in 7 villages of 3 districts (Pak Ou, Chomphet and Phonexay 
Districts) on average about 1 person from each households and 15 persons from each village participated.  

 The training courses were organized in each village with two topics/lessons that consisted of sessions for both theory and exercises 
practices on to produce the water and dry compost. The objective of these training courses were focused on increasing skill and 
ability of farmer to produce those mentioned compost fertilizer, then to reduce the cost for investment and to protect of 
environment. 

 As observed during the training courses organized and follow up (monitoring) conducted after trained, it was found that the 
farmers understood about goodness of organic fertilizer and then the used the existing local material to produce the such 
mentioned fertilizers as: 

o 22 households in 6 villages could produce the dry compost fertilizer at 11,000 kg. 
o 72 households in 7 villages could produce water compost fertilizer at 10,800 liters. 
o 35.25 ha of land were used for vegetable cultivation. 
o 27 species of vegetable planted and could harvest at 187,420 kg, sold 163,760 kg (87%), household consumed 23,660 kg 

(13%). 
o Income generated at 525,200,000 kips, with an average of about 4,908,000 kips/6 months/household (from 11/2012 - 

4/2013). 
 The structure for managing the organic production groups of the group administrative committees and production group 

members were improved:  
o 7 administrative committee members for each organic vegetable production groups in each village were established with a 

clear ToR for each position. 
o The plan and regulation for managing the production groups were improved and approved in 7 target villages. 
o The production groups used and follow their regulations developed to manage the members and revolving funds in all 

villages with total amount 21,400,000 Kips worth. The revolving funds were divided into 2 types as: the interest rate of the 
funds for practicing of vegetable cultivation activity is 2% and social welfare is at 0% for the first month. 

1.2 Training on technique 
for growing vegetable. 

o On the job training (demonstration) 
organized in all target villages since 
the beginning of sub-project. 

o At least 70% of target farmers 
understood and used technical 
standard for growing vegetable in 1 
season and able to continue 
implementation by themselves. 

1.3 Training on production 
group administrative 
and management. 

 

o Training course organized in all target 
villages since the beginning of sub-
project. 

o Production groups, ToR and 
structures were improved correctly 
and suitable to real local situation. 

o The production groups could used 
and well motivated. 

1.4 Training on growing of 
mushrooms (Het Nang 
Fa, Het Nang Rom, and 
Het Sa Noun. 

o 24 trainees fully attended the 
training course sessions and then 
able to use the lessons learnt into 
real implementation at the rate of 
100% 

o 24 farmers have more mushroom for 
their household consumption and 
for selling to make incomes. 

o The training courses on to growing mushroom (Het Nang Rom – Nang Fa and Het sa Noun) organized for 24 persons, included 14 
females (Kmu 5 persons, Hng 3 persons and Lao 16 persons) in 1 village (Ban Phone Home of Pak Ou District) according to farmers 
proposed and in order to be as alternative occupation for farmers to reduce the risk on to only cultivate vegetation alone. 

o The training was to lead the farmers to produce mushroom tissue bag for almost 288 bags, those mushroom tissue bags were 
currently watering and carrying by farmers respectively to the technique, the products will be collected for their household 
consumption and for selling when after the mushroom aged at 45 days; up to now the age of mushroom reaching at 38 days 
already. 

2.1 Coordinate and 
collaborate to arrange 
the location for selling 
products. 

o The co-implementation of activities 
finished. 

o The agreement of all parties 
concerned existed. 

o Marketing was arranged for selling 

Together with the Provincial Industry and Commerce Division conducted survey mission for study on suitable location and 
establish conditions for selling the organic vegetable products in the town of province. The results of this study were as below: 
o There are 2 locations: 1. At Phan Louang market and 2. At the cool storage house area (Na Louang Rice Mill), because those two 

locations are the most suitable. 
o To establish the food company for taking whole buying of quality products then to processing and packaging and deliver to the 
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Activity Indicator Real result 

the organic vegetable and regularly 
continue the operation until the end 
of sub-project. 

restaurants and hotels in the town of Louang Prabang Province. 
o Accomplished on selecting of the committee members for managing the market event or trade fare and developed the 

agreement for assigning those managing committee that consisted of 7 persons who are the representative and come from 
production groups themselves. 

o Purchased one cool’s storage and constructed the house of 2.50 x 13 m size and able to keep store the products at about 30 
tons. 

2.2: Campaign and making 
awareness to all 
parties concerned. 

o Produced 4 types of media-
information then disseminated to 
local peoples. 

o Community, in general, understood 
and sold more organic vegetable. 

The sub-project has coordinated with the Provincial Cultural and Information Division to take filming and interviewing for 
collection of information from farmers who are members of organic vegetable production groups in 4 villages as: Ban Had Mad and 
Ban Phone Home of Ban Pak Ou District and Ban Nam Bo of Phonexa District and Ban Naxaychaleune of Chomphet District then to 
produce information for dissemination to social and community on important and meaningful of organic vegetable and the bad effect 
from production that used chemical intensive. 

 Develop the media for broadcasting via TV and Radio diffusion at 2 times (one time for one day with 3 sessions). 

 Delivered information via news paper at 2 times and via Louang Prabang bulleting 1 time. 

 Produced the T-shirt for distribution to farmers and concerned authorities at 200 units. 

 7 target villages in 3 districts with 107 household who are the members of organic vegetable production groups understood on 
important of the organic vegetable production promotion and they were more interested to involve in this activity. 

3.1 Follow up (monitoring) 
the utilization of 
existing shading house 
for production. 

o 48 Shading houses constructed, 100% 
used and the products increased at 
least 30% 

The sub-project provided equipments for constructing the shading house for cultivating the organic vegetable during the rainy season 
at the first stage of the sub-0project. But those shading houses were not almost finished on construction. 

 Finished the construction of 2 new shading houses out of 18 houses and take return all equipments for all rest 16 houses back to 
the sub-project. 

 Compost used in the shading houses was successfully 90% (especially during the rainy season). 

 The products harvested from shading houses of 4,200 m
2
 reached 150 kg/house/month (that produced incomes at 5,000 Kips 

worth per kilogram of product = 750,000 kips/house/month for 150 kg in total. 
 The production in opened area/garden could harvest fewer products at 100 kg only (and could generate incomes less than 67% if 

compared to the products and benefits from shading house.  

3.2 Exchange farmer’s 
lessons within villages. 

o Lessons sharing finished 1 time and 
then farmers have used new lessons 
learnt from above. 

The sub-project leaded the committees and members of farmers groups to conduct lessons learnt on technique for producing organic 
vegetable of other production groups at Ban Naxay of Louang Prabang District, that consisted of 18 participants included 4 females 
from 7 target villages and also accompanied by the technical officer from Provincial Extension and Cooperative Agricol Section and 
from District Agriculture and Forestry Office.  
 The topics of lessons learnt were: 
o Technique for producing a water and a dry compost manure/fertilizer 
o Technique to produce herb compound for chasing out the insects, and the technique for producing an extracted organic water 

EM. 
o Technique for producing vegetable by rotation and continuously system that can produce regular incomes at all the times. 
o Established the revolving funds for the organic vegetable production group, loan leasing, collecting and management of group 

funds as well as calculation of interest rate %. 

 Conducted the study visit at the Food Company/the owner of cool storage house on: 
o Marketing arrangement in order to receive the products, established by SECO project. 
o Planning, methodology for buying products or quotas needed for keeping in cool storage house. 
o Planning/methodology for selling out off the cool storage house and to control the price as well. 
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Activity Indicator Real result 

3.3 Follow up (monitor) the 
utilization of tools and 
equipments. 

o Farmers used and maintained well 
the tools and equipment and 
recorded in the asset list for 
assessing. 

At the beginning of the sub-project has procured necessary tools and equipment to facilitate the implementation of activities 
for both the staff and farmers such as indicated in below: 
 The staff got 1 motorbike, 1 computer, 6 cameras. The allocation for use and follow up was recorded in the asset control list. 
 Procured 150 Stanlad iron pans that can contain 100 liters of water then provided 10 units per each village. There were recorded 

in the control asset list of the production group. 
 Procured varieties, shading net 12 rolls, shading for housing 8 rolls then provided to farmers. There were recorded in the control 

asset list of the production group. 
 Farmers used well maintained and used of those tools and equipment correctly to the target and effectively received good 

benefits. 

3.4 Technical follows up 
(monitoring). 

o All the activities were checked. 
o All problems encountered were 

solved at the time needed and then 
documented it for being use as 
lessons or evidence. 

5 main responsibility staff from the provincial and district levels undertaken a monthly regular monitoring mission at about 1-2 
days per village per month. The consultation/advises on techniques done and monitored are as below: 

 On the training on technique to produce organic fertilizer and the plantation of vegetable, according to the interview and 
observation it was found that farmers could well used the techniques learned into the real practices for producing organic 
fertilizer and organic vegetable cultivation. 

 The production and use of herb to protect vegetable from insect enemies, according to the interview and observation of the real 
situation it was found that the cultivation could produce higher yield harvesting products. But the farmers did not yet fully follow 
the advice and technique for using herb as it should be spray at every 2-3 days, but the farmers used to spray it when they found 
that the insect in the garden only (to kill or chasse only instead of to protect). 

 Villagers could well produce organic fertilizer for being used at both the wet and dry season. As it was found that farmers could 
produce vegetable for selling every month with high quality and quantity e.g. 107 farmers in 7 villages could produce vegetable 
at 1,042kg per days (during the month November 2012 to April 2013). 

5.1:  Products and incomes data of the organic vegetable production group in Louang Prabang Province: 

 
Village name HH F M Area ha Name of vegetable specie Growing period Yield kg Sold kg Eat kg Amount kips 

I Pak Ou D.           

1 B. Hadmad 14    Lettuce (salad), egg plant, ,green vegetable, parsley, 
dill/coriander, morning glory 

11/2012-4/2013 20,800  2,220 90,500,000 

2 B. Phone Home 13    Egg Plant, Chili, cabbage, cauliflower, parsley, bean 
(ຖົ່ວເບີ) 

11/2012-4/2013 10,750  950 52,100,000 

3 B. Sio 18    Salad, long bean, egg plant, chili, garlic, cucumber, green 
vegetable, morning glory 

11/2012-4/2013 14,950  1,350 51,700,000 

4 B.Phonesavang 15    Salad, cucumber, chilly, egg plant, parsley, dill 11/2012-4/2013 9,200  1,020 44,200,000 

 Sub-total 60 150 167 19   55,700 50,160 5,540 238,500,000 

II Chomphet D.           
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5 B. Naxaychaleun 16    Cucumber, green vegetable, long bean, egg plant, chilly, 
garlic, morning glory, salad 

11/2012-4/2013 53,000  7,450 79,400,000 

6 B. Nakham 21    Cucumber, green vegetable, long bean, egg plant, chilly, 
morning glory, salad 

11/2012-4/2013 43,730  9,150 124,200,000 

 Sub-total 37 95 85 10   96,730 80,130 16,600 203,600,000 

III Phonexay D.           

7 B. Nam Bo 10 35 39 7 Cabbage, green vegetable, bean (ຖົ່ວເບີ), tomato 11/2012-4/2013 34,990 33,470 1,520 83,100,000 

 Sub-total 10 35 39 7   34,990 33,470 1,520 83,100,000 

Gross total 107 280 291 35   187,420 163,760 23,660 525,200,000 

 
11/2012-4/2013: 5 months 

 
Village name noHH Yield kg Sold kg Eat kg Income/kips Income/hh/mth 

A Pak Ou D.  
    

 

1 B. Hadmad 17 20,800 18,580 2,220 90,500,000 1,065,000 

2 B. Phone Home 13 10,750 9,850 950 52,100,000 801,530 

3 B. Sio 16 14,950 13,600 1,350 51,700,000 646,250 

4 B.Phonesavang 18 9,200 8,180 1,020 44,200,000 491,000 

 
Sub-total 64 55,700 50,160 5,540 238,500,000  

B Chomphet D.  
    

 

5 B. Naxaychaleun 18 53,000 45,550 7,450 79,400,000 882,000 

6 B. Nakham 19 43,730 38,580 9,150 124,200,000 1,307,368 

 
Sub-total 37 96,730 80,130 16,600 203,600,000  

C Phonexay D.  
    

 

7 B. Nam Bo 10 34,990 33,470 1,520 83,100,000 1,662,000 

 
Sub-total 10 34,990 33,470 1,520 83,100,000  

Gross total 111 187,420 163,760 23,660 525,200,000 946,360 
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7:  Problem/difficulty and challenges: 
 Lack of raw material, especially the animal dunghill that is to be used to mix in producing compost 

fertilizer, because of the villagers have not much livestock for collecting the dung at the time needed. 
 Pest and disease break out and some vegetable enemy species were not successful to use only EM for 

controlling. 
 The expansion of number of farmer groups and the quantity of organic vegetable products sufficiency to 

supply to market demand, because most farmers are still individually practice and the suitable area for 
producing vegetable are not sufficient as well as the lacking tools and equipments. 

 The controlling of organic vegetable production and to decrease the time and inputs for investment of 
the farmers. 

 To increase awareness and interesting or value added to the organic vegetable production for getting 
different price to the normal chemical used products, that needed linkage to many inputs and 
conditions; and needed cooperation and collaboration with many partners organization, especially with 
the consumers. 

 The understanding and cooperation and collaboration on goodness of organic vegetable especially with 
the consumers and the producers. 

 The controlling of copying and or mixing of organic vegetable with chemical used vegetable of the 
sellers 

8:  Lessons learned:  

8.1  Technical implementation: 

 To lead farmers into real practice is better that to train them on theory only. 

 The exchanging of lessons of farmer groups is best way to practice for changing farmer old believe and 
methodology to new techniques. 

 The production of each variety of vegetable must be referred to the marketing needed calendar. 

 The production and the use of water compost fertilizer (from animal dung) is very successful and 
products grown very well. 

This table compared the different between the organic products and general products: 
Regular normal agriculture Organic agriculture 

Goodness Weakness Goodness Weakness 

- Safe time 
- Low labor input 
-High yield produce 
- Beautiful product 
- Faster been sold 

- Use chemical fertilizer 
- Use chemical pesticide 
- Destroy the environment 
- Farmer and family health effect 
- Consumer health effect 
- High cost investment 
- Low price selling 
- Products could not be keep stored for 

long time (bad or low quality products) 

- Good tasting product 
- No chemical polluted product 
- No effect to environment and agro-

biodiversity (plant, animal and soil) 
- No effect to producer health and family 
- No effect to consumer health 
- Low investment cost 
- Good price selling 
- Higher quantity and quality produced 

- More labor inputs 
- Difficult to understand and 

plan practice 
- Products not beautiful 
- More time consumed 
 

8.2 Management, finance and human resource: 

 The management of the sub-project by prior arrangement for organizing and understand to be ready 
for implementing the sub-project is under the responsibility to the sub-project manager 
(implementer). 

 The division of ToR to each responsibility authority and farmer by referring to skill and capability is 
necessity in each period of each task to be done; this will support them to conduct their work with full 
responsibility. 

 The implementation and support provided with suitable to the strategy development plan of the 
sector and the arrangement of human resource are necessity. 

8.3  Sub-project designs, planning, M&E and reporting: 

 The structure of the sub-project design was a follow up PCAP system, thus it was well relevant to the 
implementation of GoL system. 
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 The development of sub-project concept as the complexity project was different to the normal 
planning as regular done in the past. 

 The collection of information and data before the development of sub-project proposal was the 
important task to be done and it will help to fully participated by all concerned parties. 

 The sub-project design between the objective, goal, output/result, activity, methodology for 
implementing and outcome were linked to each other and there were important for measuring 
the achievement of the sub-project. 

 The re-plan with all parties concerned by referring to the action plan in the sub-project proposal in 
order to be corrected as identified was flexible for being suitable to current season and real 
situation of each target groups was the goodness point for implementing the sub-project. 

 The reporting of activity implemented correctly to the time needed was the most important and 
necessity. 

9:   Next vision plan and recommendation: 

9.1  Option selected: 
N

o 
Option case Tick 

(√) 
Justification/explanation of reason 

1 Stop   

2 Continue in the same location 

 

- The producer groups were not yet strong enough on new technique 
practices 

-  The products of the target villages were not yet certified by the DoA/MAF 
as the Organic Vegetable of Lao 

- At present is still being in the period of to change from regular using of 
chemical onto the utilization of organic fertilizer for replacing instead. 

3 Expansion to other location   

9.2  Measurements for implementing the option selected as next vision plan: 

Option number 2 selected 2: 

 The provincial Industry and Commerce Division (PIC) and the Provincial Agriculture and Forestry 
Division ((PAFO) with other authorities concerned still negotiate to arrange new location for selling 
organic vegetable in Louang Prabang Province in existing market or in new area that will has a special 
policy for this. 

 The PAFO and PIV joint facilitate to establish the contract relation between the producers and the 
Food Company/the owner of the cooling storage/ware house for collecting regular daily products. 

 Build the shading house for farmers in order to produce the vegetable during the rainy/wet season 
about 50 houses with each size of 7 x 30 meters. 

 Disseminate information on important and benefits from the organic products that is safety from 
chemical effect, in order to raise awareness of the producers, consumers or social to more 
understand. 

 Develop the document system on Internal Control System (ICS), and the system for fully controlling of 
the production groups. 

 It is to propose to the Department of Agriculture of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry 
(DoA/MAF) to undertake field mission for checking and analyze the products and then to issue the 
organic production certificate to the producer groups. 
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C2 Promotion of Commodity Organic Vegetable Production in Ban 3 Sang of Paek 
District and in the town of Phoukoud District 

 

1:        SPA No.  020/12_KH 
Location:  Paek and Phoukoud Districts of Xiengkhouang Province   

 Responsibility Organization:    PAFO XKH   
 Sub-project Implementer: Ms. Sidavanh Ouanvilay  
 Budget:          74,330 Kip (8,200 USD)      
 Period:          December 2012 to 30 June 2013 

2: Background – reason of the sub-project: 

Since the past, the vegetable plantation was an inherited activity for household food consumption only and 
the plantation was only based on seasonal vegetable. The productivity was easy practiced, beautiful product, 
none pest and disease effect and the soil was fertilized, therefore the vegetable products contained high 
nutrition values. But at present time, the methodology for growing vegetable changed, there are many more 
consumers than the producers, so that the demand of market is very high and huge. As the producer needed 
more large land for cultivating and did more circle round plantation and thus they needed more inputs e.g. 
chemical fertilizer, pesticide, herbicide and etc., in order to produce more products, but it was not 
sustainability way, because the farmers still needed outside inputs for implementing their cultivation. The soil 
that used to be fertilized was degraded; the product was less quality, the nutrition value decreased, the 
producers and the consumers were effected by chemical used.  

Now there already exist the organic vegetable market in Xiengkhouang Province organized by the organic 
farming association in Phonesavanh market since 2009 and supported by the Sustainable Agriculture and 
Environment Development project (SAEDA) that focused on the production of clean vegetable for selling, but 
there was not sufficiency supplied according to high demand of consumers, because small numbers of 
vegetable production group members, then the product quantity was small too and the organic vegetable 
market was organize in early morning (6 am – 9 am) of the Wednesday and Saturday only and it was not 
sufficient to social demand. Therefore this sub-project will promote farmers to produce clean vegetable for 
selling in the market as much more as possible by introducing new technique for growing vegetables, the 
production of organic fertilizer, the production of natural herb for controlling insect enemy in order to produce 
quality product with high quantity harvesting, the producers and consumers are safety and it is also to 
generate additional income for farmers in the target area and there will be join sold in the organic vegetable 
shop in Phonesavanh market (to establish the network that promoting farmer become the member of the 
association) in the future. 

3: Location and beneficiary: 

No Name of Village 
Beneficiary planned Real beneficiary 

HH N. Pop F Lao Hm Km HH N. Pop F Lao Hm Km 

1 Ban Yodgnum 12   10 1 1 17  17 15 2 0 

2 Ban Khanvieng 8   8   22  14 22 0 0 

3 Ban Phianluang 12   10 2  17  17 17 0 0 

4 Ban Phouvieng 8   8   20  19 20 0 0 

Total 40   36 3 1 76  67 74 2 0 

4: Steps/main tasks: 

The main tasks of this sub-project consist of: 

The sub-project will attempt to use the main successful activities of SAEDA, that will focus on:  

- Selection of candidates, and establish the village production groups 
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- Organize the study visit (organic market and successful production groups in Paek District)  

- Train on technique for sustainable vegetable production including the demonstration on methodology 

and leading the implementation 

- Implement and monitor the vegetable plantation practice 

- Establish the farmer network and official propose for being the member of the association 

- Check the location/place before taking vegetable for selling (from the concerned parties and official 

propose for getting certification) 

- M&E after 4 months of establishing the groups and to get information for opening the organic 

vegetable market 

5: Recent progress or achievement comparing to the indicator and output expected:  
Activity Indicator Real output achieved 

Selection of candidates, 
and establish the village 
production groups 
 

- at least 8 to 10 families do selection of 
the place for growing vegetable. 
- the structure of the village production 
group 

- in 4 villages there were 76 participants, included 63 female and have 89.842 
m2 of land for cultivation, over the planned about 36 families. 
- establish the production group after the sub-project started about 2 months 
and become the member of the organic farming association of Paek District 
later at 6 months after the sub-project started. 

Organize the study visit 
(organic market and 
successful production 
groups in Paek District)  
 

- 40 families of 4 villages attended the 
study visit 
- visit the market and 4 model farmers 

- Study visit organized 2 times with 99 participants, included 68 female. 
- after the study visit, it found that famers have more confident on marketing 
and on to produce organic vegetable. 
- participants discussed on technique for plantation and marketing with 
model farmers in the visited sites and they did exchanged the vegetable seed 
varieties. 

Train on technique for 
sustainable vegetable 
production including the 
demonstration on 
methodology and leading 
the implementation 

- at least 40 families in 4 villages 
attended the training 
- participants will have skill and 
capability on real implementation after 
attended the training course. 
- provided equipments to the 
production group for using it to 
produce fertilizer 
- plan for planting vegetable in each 
village 

- there were 76 participants, include 70 female from 4 villages and there were 
4 staff (all female). 
- the members used the equipments provided by the sub-project and they 
could produce the fertilizer by themselves after accomplished the training 
courses up to now: 
  

Village BE (litre) Fresh vegetable 
composting(litre) 

Organic 
fertilizer 
(kg) 

Herb 
(litre) leave fruit snail 

Total 348 126 11 203 1,339 10 

Over 
the 
plan 

329 108  184 639  

- 3 shading house constructed from the plastic cover provided by the sub-
project 

Issue the organic 
vegetable production 
certificate by 5 sectors 

- data from survey was reported to all 
sectors 
- there is the certification issue by 5 
sectors for organic vegetable 
production 

- the team from 5 sectors conduct the field check with DAFO (1. Agriculture, 
2. health (food and medicine), 3. ຫສຊ-ມປ , 4. SAMAD, 5. ສອຊ association, 

6. DAFOs Paek and Phoukoud Districts  
- 45 families in 4 villages were checked by the team:  
 + approved 44 families  
 + must be improved 1 family (it needs to do production with many species 
and continuously) 
 + not been approved 0 family 

Dissemination of 
information 

- consumer officially aware/know the 
time of market open 

- registered in the Provincial Information Office, when there is an exact/fixed 
time to open the market and then will broad casted via the radio diffusion 
(this activity is still ongoing now). 

Follow up and M&E - follow up the production of fertilizer, 
the vegetable plantation, the need for 
selling the products with the organic 
vegetable market 

- 39 families from 4 villages will attend the market for selling their vegetable 
products as their first time and it will have 39 uniform cloths for member who 
will attend the organic market in Paek District, it is expected that farmers will 
start to attend the organic market on 19/6/13 onward. 
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6: Effects: 

6.1 On Agro-Biodiversity : this sub-project could not yet shown good effect to agro-biodiversity, as it is the 
new action that farmer just start to use organic fertilizer since the past 3 months only, but as reported by 
farmers that after the use of organic fertilizer according to the technique trained , it found that the soil 
become better after the 2-3 round plantation; if compare to the use of chemical fertilizer it found that the 
vegetable was more strong, more green, more sweet, more weight, more long time for keeping/storing (Ms. 
Soudi) 
6.2   On Livelihood and Poverty Reduction 

-  After the training course organized by the sub-project on technique for sustainable vegetable 
plantation, there were 65% of attended farmers able to produce organic fertilizer that they could 
reduce the cost for buying fertilizer at 100%  

-   There were 59 % of participants did growing vegetable for selling and they could earn benefit as 
income generation at 103,000 Kips per month 

-   There were 35 % of participants did grown vegetable for household consumption, and thus they could 
reduce their monthly expenditure at 46,000 kips per month  

-   There were only 5 % of participants that not did vegetable plantation because of lacking of labor, no 
time and lack of water in the area. 

6.3  On Gender and Ethnicity 

+  Gender balance  
-   Vegetable plantation is mainly the female activity since the plantation, take care, fertilizing, 

watering, harvesting and selling; the man was only helping on prepare the land and fencing. This found 
that the vegetable plantation still continue to use the traditional living practice according to specific 
habitude of social, of culture and of motivation that inherited since long time ago and according to 
each local situation and ethnicity.  

-  All activities implemented in the past e.g. training, group meeting were attended by female at about 
89%, this shown that women participation was much more number than men. 

+  Ethnicity who were the most attended in the sub-project activity were Lao Loum 93%f Hmong 3% and 
Khummu 0%. The Hmong and Khummu participants were less because there were less people 
attended the meeting and somehow none participant at all.. 

7: Challenge or Difficulty: 

+  Challenge: 

- The vegetable productivity is less benefit than doing other occupation, therefore many household did 

not interested to undertake the vegetable cultivation as their main occupation. Mostly they prefer to 

have livelihood occupation on selling labor, drive the car, trading and being the GoL officer etc... 

- Each household has many occupations e.g. paddy cultivation, home garden, livestock, trading and 

weaving… but all these mentioned activities were small and that was not focused on commodity 

production. 

- In the target villages, many household were lacking of labor (no have a young person in the house) 

therefore they produce vegetable less for household consumption only instead of for marketing 

purpose. 

- 49% of the members like to sell their products in the village or make whole sell to other group 

members who will go to sell the vegetable in the organic market, because they have not vehicle, 

someone could not travel by car and some family has not person to go. 
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+  Difficulty: 

- Farmer still referring and depending on staff and project support e.g. they needed all the time for 

having technical staff to stay with them and for leading them do the work, high demand on project 

investment for or wait to see other household doing first then if it success they will follow after, 

someone is not sure to make decision. 

- The member of the group did not recorded the data on production inputs, income-expenditure, 

therefore the information for reporting was not clear enough. 

- The farmers conducted many occupations, therefore they have not enough time to work with the 

sub-project activities, especially when the group has a meeting, and the staffs have to go 2 – 3 times 

for collecting of data and at the real sites of activities. 

- The sub-project team still lack of knowledge on problem analysis and planning development, 

therefore some activities were correctly implemented or late implemented. 

8: Lessons Learned:  

8.1  On technique (the team): 
-  When the sub-project responsibility staffs conduct a monitoring mission, he/she must clearly explain 

to farmers about who will be the real beneficiaries from the activity results. 
-   After established the group it must again to strengthen the group for being able to manage the group 

by themselves e.g training on monitoring the activity inside the village.  
-  It must have a calculation on economic for vegetable plantation and establish the money saving group, 

in order to attract villagers to be a member of saving group and develop a workplan and budget plan 
for practicing on vegetable production. 

-  To increase knowledge to the team e.g. the training project proposal and planning development 

8.2  On Management, Finance and Human Resource (responsibility): 
-  Before the development of any sub-project, it should conduct a field feasibility study and survey as 

well as to collect village data on interesting villagers, then make a plan in order to prevent the in-
correct action as used to occur in this sub-project. 

-  It must calculate on the time for working in the field, the time for writing report and the time for 
budget withdrawn, because this sub-project was almost late undertaken those actions. 

8.3   On sub-project structure, planning, monitoring, reporting and final evaluation: 
1. The sub-project design between the objective, goal, outputs, activity, methodology and results were 

respectively relative to each other and there is an important meaner for measuring the sub-project 

achievement. 

2. The re-plan with all parties concerned by referring to the action plan in the sub-project proposal in order 

to be corrected as identified was flexible for being suitable to current season and real situation of each 

target groups was the goodness point for implementing the sub-project. 

3. The team must undertake the field follow up mission again 2-3 times for each village per month 

according to the vegetable production and harvesting season 

4. The reporting of the sub-project according to time frame is important and necessity 
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9: Plan for future or recommendation 

Plan for next: 

- Continue to follow the growing of vegetable, the production of fertilizer, the marketing, income-

expenditure. 

- Lead the household who were in the list to go to sell their products in the organic vegetable market in 

Paek District during the end of 6/2013. 

 

Recommendation: 
-  All sub-project must have contingency fund about 5% of the total cost of the sub-project, it will be used 

when the implementation of the sub-project became necessity to add some activities and no need to 
wait for, e.g. the sub-project would like to take the vegetable of farmers to sell first in this period or in 
the sub-project design there is not an activity for collecting basic data, therefore the budget allocated 
for is not enough for implementing. 

-  The DSA provided to staff in each center must be at common rate, especially during the training 
session there was some sub-project provided 35,000 kips and some other provided 70,000 kips. 

-  For conducting the field monitoring in village, if the work was related to whom is responsibility, it must 
give to that responsibility organization to sign, in order to make easier work for the team. 

-  The sub-project must has budget for strengthening the head of sub-project for organizing the training 
course that related to her/his weakness. 

9.1 Option proposed 
No. Case Tick (√) Expklanation 

1 Stop   

2 Continue in existing areas √ Because this activity found that villagers interested, participated into the 
implementation. There still have some activities that not yet getting well 
successful that needed to continue and to add some more activities in 
order to strengthen the production groups be more powerful. 

3 Expansion to other areas   

9.2 Activity plan for future implementing the sub-project: 

9.3 : Plan or development plan for future in existing villages 
1.   Continue activity: follow to collect the data on vegetable production inputs and economic calculation for 

making compare for the farmers to know and understand more on necessity of organic vegetable 
production and monitor, to collect the data on products sold in the market every times and making 
resolution when the products were over demand of market or may increase more time for selling in the 
market. 

2.   New additional activity: training on organic agriculture standard, training on money saving group.  
3.   Strengthening the group activity: according to the need of Organic Farming Association, it was proposed 

to the sub-project providing support on paying the renting cost for the office in the market, this will 
served/used as the association office and as the vegetable storage/ware house of the group for selling 
during the afternoon because the number of member increased therefore there is a need to increase 
more time for selling the products in the market. 
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10: Pictures 

 

 
(Meeting for selection of villager participants) 

 
(Introduce the standard of participants ) 

 
(Monitor the site of participant)  

(Study visit on organic vegetable production in Paek 
District) 

 
(Training on sustainable vegetable production) 

 
(Invite the trainer from ສອຊ to train the member) 
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(Demonstration on organic fertilizer production) (Deliver the equipments for producing fertilizer to target 

villages) 

 
(The team monitor the sites before taking vegetable to 

sell in the market) 

 
(Vegetable that use organic fertilizer) 
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C3 Improvement and Expansion of Farmer Lessons on Clean (Organic) Vegetable 
Plantation 

1:      Code Number of the SPA: 047/12_XKH 
Location:    B.Nato & B.Kosy, Khoune Dist. Xiengkhouang Prov. 
Implementing Partner:  PAFO 
SPA Manager:   Mr. Daovone Bounphengphanh 
Budget:    29,866,000 Kips (3,600 US$) 

 Period:    Phase I: from 01 April to 20 June 2012 
      Phase II: from 01 May 2013 to 28 February 2014 

2:  Background – reason of the sub-project: 

Important occupations of the population of Ban Nato and Ban Kosy of Khoune District in Xiengkhouang 
Province are almost relying to the Livestock and Agriculture practices. Out of rice cultivation, the vegetable 
plantation is also their main activitys for producing daily food for household consumption as well as for selling 
to the market at Khoune and Phonesavanh Districts and also for exporting to other market at neighboring 
province (Vientiane) in order to generate more incomes to their families. During the past period of TABI Phase 
I, it has already a support to motivate some important activities e.g. the establishment of production groups, 
provided seeds as “Village Seed Bank” or ‘Village Revolving Fund”, organized the training course on to 
producing the organic fertilizers, developed the nurseries and promoted villagers to construct the shading 
house for planting vegetable. During the past rainy season, farmers in 2 villages could harvested and sold their 
products with the quantity of 10,256 dozen kilogram (123,072 kg) and worth earned at 309,875,000 Kips per 
only one season. And their village revolving funds increase to about 9,530,000 Kips (previously TABI provided 
about 8,020,000 Kips), it means that they got benefits from interest rate of loan about 1,510,000 Kips. That 
village revolving fund is now only to be used by the members of vegetable production group only. 

Beside those good results mentioned above, there still occurred many points that could not well achieved e.g. 
the closely working with farmers of the responsibility staff still less because it was came up to the end period 
of project phase I, the members of farmer group committees were not yet strong enough to lead farmers of 
production groups, as it was found that existed some families still grown many species of vegetable variety 
and some families produced organic fertilizer not accordingly to the technique and lessons learned from 
training courses (and some families still continue to use chemical fertilizer); therefore it is necessary to 
continue to motivate for improving and resolving those weakness points occurred in the 2 periods of the 
project phase 2  e.g. the improving and strengthening of farmers groups in 2 villages, the staff has to conduct 
the technical work closely with villagers, the management, the planning and the strong cooperation and 
collaboration on marketing  for farmers and seeking on methodology together with villagers during the 
vegetable plantation season in order to get preferring results and achievement according to the goal and 
output expected and planned. 

3:  Sub-project location and Beneficiary: 

No Name of Village 
Beneficiary planned Real beneficiary 

HH F Lao Hm Km HH F Lao Hm Km 

1 Ban Kosy 30  30   30 6 30   

2 Ban Nato 25  25   25 10 25   

Total 55  55   55 16 55   

4:  Steps/main tasks: 

During last year (year 1 of the sub-project) the team has conducted the works with farmers in 2 villages for 
making orientation of the sub-project and also to making them aware and ready to do selection of participant 
households, establishment of the production groups, selection of the sites that suitable for vegetable 
cultivation of each target household, then the sub-project started to provide technical support, procurement 
of varieties and necessary equipments and tools to provide to each target household of 2 villages, as well as to 
organize the training courses on technique for plantation, maintaining (take care), harvesting, the production 
of organic water (EM) (plant and animal), the production of organic fertilizer, hormone for intensive fast grown 
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of vegetable and medicine herb for chasing insect enemy; also to provide technical advises on various 
techniques to farmers. Out of those mentioned above, the team did also come closely to the farmers in the 
sites that were in order to regularly introduce new techniques to farmers for all the times during the crop 
vegetable cultivation season. 

5:  Recent progress or achievement comparing to the indicator and output expected: 

The sub-project on extension and expansion of farmers lessons on clean vegetable production (non-chemical 
vegetable product) in Ban Na To and Ban Ko Sy of Khoune District during the period 1 ( 01 April 2012 to 20 
June 2012), the team motivated with many activities and could got many achievement according to the 
objectives and goals as indicated in table 1 below: 

Table 01: Recent progress or achievement comparing to the indicator and output expected 
No Activity Indicator Real output achieved 

 
 
 
1 

- Selection of the sites that suitable 
for growing vegetable, arrangement 
to prepare the land and planning for 
growing organic vegetable 

- The household area for vegetable 
plantation is 8 ha in 2 villages. Prepare 
the land for growing vegetable 8 ha in 2 
villages of 55 households and the 
calendar for growing vegetable of each 
group developed 

- There were 8 ha of land to be used as 
the areas for growing vegetable of 55 
households in 2 villages and then the 
land was prepared for planting vegetable 
in 2 round: 1 round to grown the Chinese 
green vegetable, white vegetable then 
the 2 round it grown the cabbage, 
cauliflower etc.. 

 
 
2 

- Procure the vegetable seed 
varieties that suitable to grow 
during the rainy season 

- green vegetable 112 cans 
- Cabbage 28 cans 
- Cauliflower 28 cans 
- Chinese green vegetable 28 cans 
- Long bean 28 cans 

- green vegetable 220 cans 
- Cabbage 25 cans 
- Cauliflower 30 cans 
-Chinese green vegetable 110 cans 
- White vegetable 55 cans 

 
 
3 

- Procure the equipment for 
constructing a demonstration 
shading house in each village, 
procure necessary equipments for 
farmers and lead them to construct 
their own shading house  and then 
prepare the land for planting 
vegetable 

- there were 2 shading housings in 2 
villages, the number of equipments and 
tools procured for the production groups 
and the shading house constructed were 
used for growing vegetable 

- could construct 2 shading house in 2 
villages, transparent plastic 1,100 meters 
for 2 villages, white string 55 kg for 2 
villages and 55 the shading house 
constructed 

4 Organize the training - The number of participants, the 
number of days of training, title of 
training, percentage of farmers 
understood after trained 

- 55 participants from 2 villages attended 
the 2 days training courses. 
- After the training and field exercises 
the farmers could understood about 70% 
of the lessons 

6:  Effects: 
-  On Agro-Biodiversity: after the past implementation of the sub-project, the support on budget, the 

planning process for each period and the technical assistances it found that the quantity of various species 
of vegetable produced (agro-biodiversity) were largely increased and diversified e.g. cabbage, cauliflower, 
Chinese green vegetable, white vegetable products were about 122,580 kg; and also farmers used the 
organic fertilizer and natural herb for chasing and protecting insect enemy instead of chemical use in the 
cultivation, this was also the way to contribute into protection of in soil and on land living for example the  
earthworm, Meng Ka Xone, snake, frog and toad. 

-  On Livelihood and Poverty Reduction: during the past implementation of the sub-project (sub-project 
period 1: from 01 April 2012 to 20 June 2012) it found that this sub-project activities on income generations 
for the households were increased that each household could earned income at least about 5,000,000 kips 
(as indicated in the table 02 below): 
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Table 02: income earned from selling of organic vegetable in 2 villages in the past: 

 
າ 

Along together with this, each village has setup the common seed fund that from the budget provided by the 
sub-project 8,020,000 kip for the farmers to manage it by themselves and now those fund were increased to 
9,530,000 kips (from interest rate 1,510,000 kips). The fund is to be used only by the members of the 
production groups. 

-  On Gender and Ethnicity: The sub-project on extension and expansion of farmers lessons on clean 
vegetable production (non-chemical vegetable product) in Ban Na To and Ban Ko Sy of Khoune District during 
the period 1 ( 01 April 2012 to 20 June 2012) was one of the whole activity that could make income to 
participant households, the activity was not so difficulty for implementation by household labor because it was 
a household activity that referred to household labor capability, it means that everyone of the family members 
could help each other to do this vegetable plantation, but the soft work was under woman responsibility. 

7:  Challenge or Difficulty: 

After implementation of the sub-project in the past, there were many challenges or difficulties appeared to 
the implementation of the sub-project activity such as: 

- It was the work that farmers did not yet familiar, for example some activities were late implemented, 
some activities were not follow the technical protocol and steps e.g. late developed the shading house, 
minor or less production of organic fertilizer and natural herb or even not produced correctly to technical 
advises, thus the utilization was not good successful and some people return to use the chemical input 
again. 

- The district technical officer who were assigned to implement the sub-project were not yet undertook fully 
responsibility, less ownership and less involved (someone were not assigned correctly to their experiences 
learned from the school). 

- During the implementation period of the sub-project on extension and expansion of farmers lessons on 
clean vegetable production (non-chemical vegetable product) in Ban Na To and Ban Ko Sy of Khoune 
District it was in the ending period of TABI Phase I, therefore some activities were not implemented (the 
planning, the cooperation and collaboration link with marketing , the exchange lessons learned from other 
side and the periodic monitoring) that effected to the less achievement according to the outputs expected. 

- The vision skill and new believing of consumers (non-chemical vegetable) still being in limited, since it 
shown that there were not much people to seek/buy organic vegetable for consumption. 

- The identification of various vegetable products that hided input into the production (a non-chemical 
product and the product that used chemical input) 

- Farmers seeking other occupation that can produce more income (cement and rocky factories)  

- Farmer returning to implement their old system into practice (use of chemical fertilizer and pesticide and 
herbicide) 

 

No Village name Unit 

Vegetable species 

Total 
Average 

HH Cabbage Cauliflower Ch.Gr.Veg White. Veg 

1 Ban Na To        

- Product Dozen 2,125 625 1,625 500 4,875 195 

- Money Kip 53,125,000 25,000,000 48,750,000 15,000,000 141,875,000 5,675,000 

2 Ban ko Sy        

- Product Dozen 1,440 1,500 1,800 600 5,340 178 

- Money Kip 36,000,000 60,000,000 54,000,000 18,000,000 168,000,000 5,600,000 

  Total 2 Vill.        

 Product Dozen 3,565 2,125 3,425 1,100 10,215 186 

 Money Kip 89,125,000 85,000,000 102,750,000 33,000,000 309,875,000 5,634,091 
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8 :  Lessons Learnt:  

From the real implementation of the sub-project together with many partnerships and other project, the team 
and the farmers could get lessons learned as below:  

1.  On technique (the team) 

 The district staff who has been selected to do works of the sub-project must be officially assigned by 
PAFO through the agreement of DAFO, this will help them to effectively implement the sub-project with 
high ownership and responsibility. 

 The technical staff must regularly conduct the field activity for helping the farmers and farmers could do 
take technical advises from the staff when they faced to any problem that will be effected to their 
vegetable productivity, because of since the past the technical staff still not been active enough, they still 
waiting the order from leadership and waiting only to budget. At the farmer side, they must be more 
ownership on implementing the sub-project activities with openly asking or commenting to the sub-
project responsibility staff. 

 In order to get well implementation of activity, the training courses must be consisted of both the theory 
and practice sessions thus farmers could be more understood, and make farmers being good willingness 
by organize them to visit other successfully production groups and then plan to growing vegetable 
according to the season and demand of consumers and market. 

2.  On Management, Finance and Human Resource (responsibility) 

- The management of all activities of the sub-project must be common understood between each team 
member and make division of responsibility for every one for doing work according and suitable to 
everyone skill and capability. 

- The implementation of sub-project must be well prepare in many points before e.g the work plan, budget 
plan, human resource plan and time schedule and then make all partnership to being well understand on 
task and activity by closely taking cooperation with the sub-project responsibility staff and PCO. 

- The implementation of sub-project activities must be to motivate and undertake regular field mission 
according to the steps (as indicated in the contract signed). It is not appropriate to conduct the activities at 
some stand and then stop, it must have a substitute plan when TABI will become to the end period (in 
order to continue implementing the activities that not yet been done) or the GoL agencies must take more 
responsibility in order to come for helping and providing supports more as necessary. 

3.  On sub-project structure, planning, monitoring, reporting and final evaluation: 

System for developing the sub-project document was in the form of SPA: Sub Project Agreement, that was 
designed by and for TABI and similarly to the GoL form for planning (PCAP) and it was suitable for conducting 
extension work at current time such as:  

+ The writing and planning on for implementing the sub-project must firstly undertake a field data 
collection at the target village in order to make them more involve on providing comments and raising 
their problem encountered then define a clear and complexity design sub-project e.g. the workplan, the 
budget plan and the human resources plan, time schedule and output expectation. 

+ The M&E mission and reporting of the sub-project is one necessary component to be implemented 
because it is the way to indicate the progress of work done, the problem encountered in the field and 
then submit to leadership for helping in resolution at the time needed and other means is it is an 
important indicator to verify or measure the achievement of the sub-project. 

9 :  Plan for future or recommendation: 

9.1  Option proposed: 
No In case of  Tick (√) Explanation 

1 Stop   

2 Continue in existing areas √ - To improve the works or activities of the sub-project for better 
successful and to continue implement the rest activities that could not 
yet finished. 

3 Expansion to other areas   
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9.2  Activity plan for future implementing the sub-project:  

This sub-project is continuing to implement as it is the period 2 for a 10 months starting from the 01/05/2013 
to 28/02/2014 and the activities to be implemented are as below: 

1. Organize the meeting to reviewing and planning for works with villagers, review the production of 
organic fertilizer and plan to grow various vegetable species 

2. Study visit on vegetable production and organic market in Paek District 
3.1 Coordinate with SAMADP project and ສອຊ association of Paek District of Xiengkhouang Province 

3.2 issue the organic vegetable certification by 5 concerning sectors  
3.3 Attend the market of the association and organic market in Paek District of Xiengkhouang Province 

3. Regularly undertake the follow up and supervise mission to the sub-project 
4. M&E mission (during the final period of sub-project) 

 
9.3 Plan or development plan for future: 

- Propagation campaign with all methodology for making good awareness to producers and consumers to 
prevent the risk from chemical and then turn on to produce and consume safety organic vegetable that 
is good for health.  

- Coordinate with all parties concerned (appropriated district) to select the location for constructing the 
market for selling non-chemical products in the province.  

- Coordinate with all parties concerned to promote farmers to raise and manage livestock along together 
with vegetable plantation.  

- Seeking the market by various ways in order to help farmers inside and outside the province those who 
have possibility to produce organic vegetable 

10 : Pictures of activities conducted: 

         

      

 

Pictures shown on training the farmers in 2 villages 
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Pictures shown on vegetable plantation in the household shading house 

 

 

Pictures shown the demo shading house established in each village 

 

 


